A:

*Women and Bisexuality: A Global Perspective* By: Anderlini-D’Onofrio, Serena

*Straightforward* By: Ayres, Aaron & Gerarda-Brown, Jennifer

*The Naked I: Wide Open* (A play) By: 20% Theater Company Twin Cities

*Asexuality: A Brief Introduction*

*Gay Pride and Prejudice* By: Austin, Jane & Christy, Kate

*The Gay News Chronology* By: Katz, Jonathan

B:

*The Gay and Lesbian Guide to College Life* By: Baez, John

*Are You Still My Mother?* By: Back, Gloria G.

*Giovanni’s Room* By: Baldwin, James

*Take Out: Queer Writing from Asian Pacific America* By: Bao, Quang

*Where the Apple Falls: Poems* By: Bashir, Samiya

*The Line of Beauty* By: Hollinghurst, Alan

*Dykes and Sundry Other Carbon-based Life-forms to Watch out For* By: Bechdel, Alison

*Drag: A History of Female Impersonation in the Performing Arts* By: Baker, Roger

*Am I Blue?* By: Bower, Marion Dane

*Unlikely Ways Home: Real Life Spiritual Detours* By: Beck, Edward

*Queer: The Ultimate LGBT Guide for Teens* By: Belge, Kathy and Bieschke, Marke

*Setting Them Straight* By: Berzon, Betty

*An Underground Life: Memoirs of a Gay Jew in Nazi Germany* By: Beck, Gad

*Anything but Straight* By: Besen, Wayne

*Nevana* By: Binnie, Imogen

*The Transgender Guidebook: Keys to a Successful Transition* By: Bodecker, Anne

*Asexuality* By: Bogaert, Anthony

*Gender Outlaws* By: Bornstein, Kate and Bergman, Bear

*A Queer and Pleasant Danger* By: Bornstein, Kate

*My New Gender Workbook* By: Bornstein, Kate

*Beyond the Down Low* By: Boyken, Keith
For Colored Boys Who Have Considered Suicide: When the Rainbow is Still Not Enough By: Boyken, Keith
She's Not There: A Life in Two Genders By: Boylan, Jennifer F.
Adoptions by Lesbians and Gay Men By: Brodzinsky, David and Pertman, Adam
True Selves: Understanding Transsexualism By: Brown, Mildred
Eminent Outlaws By: Bram, Christopher
A Queer History of the United States By: Bronski, Michael
Ruby-Fruit Jungle By: Brown, Rita Mae
Public Enemies By: Burrow, Brian
Come Out Fighting By: Bull, Chris
Bi America: Myths, Truths and Struggles of an Invisible Community By: Burleson, William
Gender Trouble By: Butler, Judith
C
My Father’s Scar By: Cart, Michael
Sanctified By: Cannon, Justin
Something for the Boys By: Clum, John
A Murder Over a Girl By: Corbett, Ken
The Slow Fix By: Coyote, Ivan
Their Way: Gay Men and Women who Enriched the World By: Cowan, Thomas
Playing by the Rules By: Crockettelzie, Justin
D
Great Speeches on Gay Rights Edited by: Daley, James
Chicago Whispers By: De La Croix, Suki
The Stalin Revolution By: Daniels, Robert
Sociological Constructions of Deviance: Perspectives and Issues in the Field By: Davis, Nanette
Gay and Lesbian Online By: Dawson, Jeff
Hiding in Hip-Hop By: Dean, Terrance
Dignity for All By: Dewitt, Peter
Sexual Fluidity: Understanding Woman’s Love and Desire By: Diamond, Lisas
Qu(e)erying Evangelism: Growing a Community from the Outside In By: DiNovo, Cheri
The Sociology of Deviance By: Douglas, Jack and Waxler, Francis

Transitions: A Guide to Transitioning for Transsexuals and Their Families By: Drummond, Mara Christine

Bi Notes for a Bisexual Revolution By: Eisner, Shiri

Middlesex By: Eugenides, Jeffrey

Queer America By: Eaklor, Vickie


Now That You Know: What Every Parent Should Know About Homosexuality By: Fairchild, Betty & Hayward, Nancy

Trans Liberation By: Feinberg, Leslie

The Rise of the Creative Class By: Florida, Richard

Homophobia By: Fone, Bryne

Disclosures By: Ford, Michael

Transgender Voices: Beyond Women and Men By: Girshick, Lori B.

Take Me Out (A Play) By: Greenberg, Richard

Good Moon Rising By: Garden, Nancy

Becoming Two-Spirit By: Gilley, Brian J.

Coming Out of the Classroom Closet By: Harbeck, Karen M.

The Oldest Gay Couple in America By: Hardwood, Gean

Just As I Am By: Harris, E. Lynn

Invisible Me By: Harris, E. Lynn

The Line of Beauty By: Hollinghurst, Alan

The Truth About Homosexuality By: Groeschel, Benedict J.

What the Bible Really Says About Homosexuality By: Helminiak, Daniel A.
Gay Culture in America By: Herdt, Gilbert

Transgender Explained For Those Who are Not By: Herman, Joanne

Intersex (For Lack of a Better Word) By: Hillman, Thea

The Misfits By: Howe, James

GLBTQ: The Survival Guide for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning Teens By: Huegel, Kelly

Bi any other name By: Hutchins, Loraine & Kaahumanu, Lani

Come Out and Win By: Hyde, Sue

I

Shirt of Flame: The Secret Gay Art of War By: Imani, Ko

J

The Bermudez Triangle By: Johnson, Maureen

Pack the House By: Johnson, CJ & Brushwood, Brian

For Lesbian Parents By: Johnson, Suzanne M. & O’Connor, Elizabeth

When We Rise By: Jones, Cleve

Telling Truths in Church By: Jordan, Mark D.

K

Just Add Hormones By: Kailey, Matt

The Gay Metropolis By: Kaiser, Charles

Openly Straight By: Koingsberg, Bill

Out of the Pocket By: Konigsberg, Bill

Deliver Us From Evie By: Kerr, M.E.

A Separate Peace By: Knowles, John

Blessed Bi Spirit By: Kolodny, Debra & Hunt, Mary

Troubling Intersections of Race and Sexuality By: Kumashiro, Kevin K.

The Bisexual’s Guide to the Universe By: Kristal, Nicole & Szymanski, Mike

Ministry among God’s Queer Folk By: Kundtz, David & Schlager, Bernard

L

Coming Out, Coming Home By: LaSala, Michael
The Last Deployment By: Lemer, Bronson

Deviance & Control By: Little, Craig B.

The LGBT Casebook By: Levounis, Petros & Drescher, Jack & Barber, Mary

Sister Outsider By: Lorde, Audre

The Same Embrace By: Lowenthal, Michael

Making Gay History By: Marcus, Eric

Love Is an Orientation By: Marin, Andrew

Building A Bridge By: Martin, James SJ

Gay Issue in the Workplace By: McNaught, Brian

Some Men are Lookers By: Mordden, Ethan

Hero By: Moore, Perry

What if Someone I Know is Gay? By: Marcus, Eric

Poisoned Ivy By: McNaron, Toni

The Church and the Homosexual By: McNeill, John

Gay & Lesbian Parenting Choices By: McWhorter Sember, Brette

Beyond Surviving By: Moone Johnson, Joshua

Queer (In)justice By: Mogul, Joey

Gay Ideas: Outing and Other Controversies By: Mohr, Richard

Beyond Gay By: Morrison, David

I've A Feeling We're Not in Kansas Anymore By: Mordden, Ethan

On Being Different By: Miller, Merle

How Long Has This Been Going On? By: Mordden, Ethan

Everybody Loves You By: Mordden, Ethan

A Challenge to Love By: Nugent, Robert

Becoming Nicole By: Nutt, Amy Ellis

The Gay Agenda By: Nichols, Jack

Genderqueer By: Nestle, Joan & Howell, Clare & Wilchins, Riki
That's So Gay! By: Nadal, Kevin L.

OP

Western Civilization By: Perry

Intersex and Identity By: Preves, Sharon E.

Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage By: Polikoff, Nancy D.

Homophobia: A Weapon of Sexism By: Pharr, Suzanne

Michigan Journal of Gender & Law By: Pearson, Kim H.

Q

Hello, Cruel World By: Quin, Sara

R

Drag Queens at the 801 Cabaret By: Rupp, Leila & Taylor, Verta

The Celluloid Closet By: Russo, Vito

Jesus, The Bible, and Homosexuality By: Rogers, Jack

Conversations and Cosmopolitans By: Rave, Robert & Rave, Jane

We Do By: Rennert, Amy

Queer Words, Queer Images By: Ringer, Jeffery R.

A Positive View of LGBTQ By: Riggle, Ellen & Rostosky, Sharon

Bodies in Doubt By: Reis, Elizabeth

Growing Up Gay By: Reed, Rita

Gay Marriage By: Rauch, Jonathan

S

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe By: Saenz, Benjamin Alire

The World of Normal Boys By: Soehnlein, K.M.

The Meanings of Matthew: My Son’s Murder in Laramie and a World Transformed By: Shepard, Judy

Whipping Girl By: Serano, Julia

Our Time By: Seefried, Josh

Sing, Meadowlark, Sing By: Schwartz, Helen Ruth

Coming Out: Telling Family and Friends By: Seba, Jaime A.
Gay People of Color: Facing Prejudices, Forging Identities By: Seba, Jaime A.
It Gets Better By: Savage, Dan & Miller, Terry
Working with Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender College Students By: Sanlo, Ronni L.
More Happy Than Not By: Silvera, Adam
Bi Men Coming Out Every Which Way By: Suresha, Ron Jackson
Transgender History By: Stryker, Susan
The Gay and Lesbian Literary Heritage By: Summers, Claude J.
How Animals Have Sex By: Storm, David
Same-Sex Marriage: Pro & Con A Reader By: Sullivan, Andrew
The G Quotient By: Snyder, Kirk
Confession of a Teenage Hermaphrodite By: Simon, Lianne
Transgender 101 By: Teich, Nicholas M.
Out Spoken Role Models From the Lesbian and Gay Community By: Thomas, Michael
Choking on Silence By: Tripp, Paul B.
Alone in the Trenches By: Tuaolo, Esera
God and the Gay Christian By: Vines, Matthew
A Boy’s Own Story By: White, Edmund
The Front Runner By: Warren, Patricia Nell
Riding Fury Home By: Wilson, Chana
The Importance of Being Earnest By: Wilde, Oscar
Duel Attraction By: Weinberg, Martin S. & Williams, Colin J. & Pryor, Douglas W.
Sexuality and Socialism By: Wolf, Sherry
Black Like Us By: White, Evelyn C.
Queer Theory, Gender Theory By: Wilchins, Riki
The Advocate college Guide For LGBT Students By: Windmeyer, Shane L.
Why Marriage Matters By: Wolfson, Evan

Hard Love By: Wittlinger, Ellen

Out of a Far Country By: Yuan, Christopher & Yuan, Angela

Sexual Orientation in the Workplace By: Zuckerman, Amy J. & Simons, George F.